
Artist:Â Sidsel Meineche HansenVenue:Â Rodeo, London and PiraeusExhibition Title:Â home vs ownerDate: September 16 â€“ December 5, 2020 in Piraeus andÂ October 10 â€“ December 31, 2020 in LondonClick here
to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Rodeo, London. Photos byÂ Lewis Ronald and Stathis Mamalakis.Press Release:It is with great pleasure
to announce the first solo exhibition by Sidsel Meineche Hansen in London, following her opening in the galleryâ€™s space in Piraeus on September 16 under the joint title home vs owner.Meineche Hansenâ€™s practice
explores a post-human landscape that unfolds with the extended use and presence of technology in our lives: the boom of pharmaceutics for psychotropic needs; the pornographic transformation of bodies via sexual
machinations that employ technological advancement, but also industrial methodologies for the materialisation of pleasure via erotic representations of physical bodies, for example the manufacture and distribution of
programmable bodies such as avatars, sex dolls and robots.Meineche Hansenâ€™s artwork varies in medium and form spanning wood, clay and metals through which crafted objects are made, to CGI animation and
video and other reproducible mediums. home vs owner includes a wide spectrum of Meineche Hansenâ€™s deep and diverse practice.The new piece home vs owner (2020), bridges both exhibitions as basic instruments
for its consumption: a cutlery set &#8211; fork, knife and spoon &#8211; forged by the artist and cast in silver at a foundry in Athens. The tea spoon silver spoon (2020), made in the same way, is available in an open
edition and on demand.Drawing plays a central role in the artistâ€™s practice. It is the basis of the laser cuts drawings on plywood exhibited in Piraeus, and the full series of wood cut prints from 2013 onwards that are
brought together in London for the first time. These drawings are typically diagrammatic illustrations of labour systems in place to define the human body and introspective renderings of her fantasy and experience.Taking
the form of a chimney, home vs owner 2 (2020) in London joins a group of functional objects made by the artist: the bronze piggy bank Anti- (2017), exhibited in Piraeus; the toilet sign, key and keychain, Keychain Secure
(2019), shown last year at Chisenhale Gallery; and the cutlery set, home vs owner (2020). All these objects refer to economic exclusion and inclusion: a coin slot for charity; customer and public toilet facilities; a silver
spoon in the mouth.&#8211;In an effort to keep the gallery safe and following guidelines, we are limiting the number of visitors at a time. The gallery is also open by appointment, please contact us to make
arrangements.Sidsel Meineche Hansen (b. 1981, Denmark) currently lives and works in London.Â Selected solo exhibitions include: Welcome to End-Used City, Chisenhale Gallery, London (2019); AnÂ Artists Guide to
Stop Being an Artist, SMK, The National Gallery of Denmark, Copenhagen (2019); Real Doll Theatre, KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin (2018); End-user, Kunsthal Ã…rhus, Ã…rhus (2018); OVER, Index
Stock-holm, Stockholm (2018); OVER, Ludlow 38, New York City (2017); No Right Way 2 Cum, Transmission Gallery, Glasgow (2016); SECOND SEX WAR, Gasworks, London (2016); ONE-self, Temporary Gallery,
Cologne &amp; Kunstler House Bremen, Bremen (2015); and INSIDER, CUBITT, London (2014). This yearSidsel Meineche Hansen has been one of the artists awarded the Turner Bursaries.Link: Sidsel Meineche
Hansen at RodeoThe post Sidsel Meineche Hansen at Rodeo first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Thomas EggererVenue:Â Petzel, New YorkExhibition Title:Â CorridorDate: November 13 â€“ December 19,
2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Petzel, New YorkPress Release:Petzel Gallery is pleased to present Corridor, a solo
exhibition of seven new paintings by German artist Thomas Eggerer. On view from November 13 to December 19, the show marks Eggererâ€™s seventh solo show with Petzel, and his first at the galleryâ€™s Upper East
Side location at 35 East 67th Street. Corridor will debut a large-scale painting that Eggerer began began working on two years ago, and an accompanying series of works developed at the beginning of 2020. Albeit not
originally conceived as a reaction to the current moment, as a whole the show speaks readily to the social and political unrest of present times.The exhibition takes its name from its central painting, Corridor, a massive
composition featuring roughly 300 figures uniformly dressed in an orange top and, seemingly, involved in some sort of protest, event, or march. On one hand, the painting underperforms ideas of a vivid street protest,
while alluding to the modernist motive of the â€œmass,â€• yet the quantity of figures assembled doesÂ not add up to a mass size and features no singular focal point. While Eggerer has produced other colossal,
multi-figure paintings in the past, Corridor, is formally the most challenging one. This work introduces geometric shapes (rectangles in the form of posters, circles in the shape of umbrellas, tents and semi-circles in the
form of curved banners) and combines them with an underlying diagrammatic street plan. Questions of voluntary action, authority, and control are always embedded in Eggererâ€™s complex multi-figurative works. In
Corridor, surveilling power is granted to the viewer, who alone is able to scan the entire scene with a birds-eye-view.Akin to his interest in the work of German modernist printmaker Gerd Arntz, the figures in Corridor are
not rendered with an intent to realism. Like other small-sized figures in Eggererâ€™s work theyÂ seem to, rather, be derived from toy-like figurines, which emphasizes their modular, standardized character. On first sight,
many of the details seem to conform to the visuals of street protests, however, upon further inspection, the scene is eerily devoid of any carnivalesque exuberance or emotional expression. The posters and banners held
up by the figures are monochrome and blank, not bearing any inscription or message. Flanked on both sides by spectators donning the same orange uniform, the crowd seems to perform a muted, somewhat ritualistic
procession. There is an emphasis on the parameters of the arena and, like when in a corridor, the inevitability of moving forward.Corridor is contextualized by a group of paintings featuring figures sitting on a scaffolding.
They also hold up empty signs, the monochrome posters generating an ambivalent gesture. They appear both oriented outward, displaying an invisible message to an imagined audience, while simultaneously seeming to
have a protective function, as if shielding themselves from unwelcome intrusion. In these paintings, the perspective of â€œcorridorâ€• is reversed. Here the viewer is positioned underneath the scaffolding, looking up to
the figures. However, only fragments of the bodies are visible. Eggerer seems uninterested in depicting distinct bodies as intact individual entities. Instead, the viewer is confronted with dangling or propped up legs and
feet, agglomerations of predominantly male body fragments assembled in a multi-perspectival collage. The erotic charge in these paintings derives from both the fetishistic display of the rendered flesh and the subtle
interplay of what is exposed and what is concealed.The works in Corridor appear to carry a faint echo of propagandistic imagery, like that of socialist realism, while the smaller than life-size figures on the elevated stage
enforce the association of a puppet theatre, where actors are being held up by invisible strings or collapsing onto the scaffolding floor. According to Freud, the uncanniness of the puppet derives from the fact that it
appears unclear if it is dead or alive. Eggererâ€™s figures donâ€™t resemble dolls, but their unemotional demeanor combined with the fragmentation and cropping of their bodies brings his realism closer to the puppets
and automatons of Surrealism and Dadaism than to a more traditional type of Realism, which often engages in less conflicted representations of the intact bipedal human.Thomas Eggerer work has been included in
numerous exhibitions including at Gladstone Gallery, New York (2020); Museum Brandhorst, Munich (2020, 2019, 2015); Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam (2017); MUMOK, Vienna (2016); White Columns, New York (2011);
MoMA, New York (2009); Castello di Rivoli, Turin (2008); SF MoMA, San Francisco (2008); Frans Hals Museum, Haarlem, TheNetherlands (2008); UCLA Hammer Museum, Los Angeles (2004); Museum of
Contemporary Art San Diego (2004); Vancouver Art Gallery (2004); CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts (2004); Kunstverein Braunschweig, Germany, (2003); Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, Hartford, CT
(2002). His work is in the public collections of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles; MOCA, Los Angeles; Museum of Modern Art, New York; Sammlung Brandhorst, Munich; San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, San Francisco; Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam; UCLA Hammer Museum, Los Angeles and Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Connecticut, among others.Link: Thomas Eggerer at PetzelThe post Thomas
Eggerer at Petzel first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.The New Art Dealers Alliance (NADA) is pleased to present NADA Miami, the organizationâ€™s annual flagship art fair, December 1â€“5, 2020 in a reimagined
format.The 18th edition of the fair showcases an international series of presentations from a diverse roster of 97 galleries from 44 cities, both in gallery spaces and online. The fair will feature gallery hubs in multiple
locations, including the Bay Area, Brussels, Chicago, Detroit, Lima, Los Angeles, New York, Paris, Riga, Tokyo, Toronto, and Warsaw.Accompanying the fair, a virtual programming series will showcase conversations and
performances from the defining voices of contemporary art and culture.Discover whatâ€™s on view in your city and browse online viewing rooms atÂ newartdealers.org.The post Now on view: NADA Miami, December
1â€“5, 2020 first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Daisuke FukunagaVenue:Â Tomio Koyama, TokyoExhibition Title:Â LaborDate: November 7 â€“ December 5, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of
images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Tomio Koyama, TokyoPress Release:Tomio Koyama Gallery is pleased to present Labor, an exhibition of works by Daisuke Fukunaga.
The exhibition marks the artistâ€™s sixth solo presentation with the gallery since his previous showing five years ago, and introduces a selection of new paintings.Fukunaga depicts things that although familiar, are often
forgotten or tend to go unnoticed due to their sheer ordinariness. Such include mops, tires, wheels, and motorbike seats that he comes across during his part-time job or while taking a casual stroll. Referring to them as
â€œindescribable sculptures,â€• these objects are liberated from their original purpose and functions due to changes in the environment in which they are found, the passage of time, and the amount of light that shines
upon them. As a result, their material presence as â€œobjectsâ€• are highlighted, presenting an animate and ever-changing disposition day by day. The artist creates paintings as if to document the emotions, mood, and
sensations that he experiences when encountering these objects.In his previous exhibition in 2015, Fukunaga described his perspective as â€œthe eyes of a stray cat wondering aimlessly and staring into
something.â€•Â Art critic Noi Sawaragi has remarked on Fukunagaâ€™s paintings as follows:â€œThis transmutable quality suggests a distant source of Fukunagaâ€™s art in the work of Yuichi Takahashi. Yuichiâ€™s
paintings, done at the beginning of the Meiji era, have a stronger appeal to the viewer today than those of later artists such as Seiki Kuroda or Chu Asai because of his obsession for projecting (not transferring) onto the
canvas an intense sensation of the awesomeness of â€œbeing thereâ€•, for whatever reason, not because of the particular techniques or methods he may have used.â€•(Noi Sawaragi, â€œFrom Fried Tofu in a Kitchen
to a Used Mopâ€•, Daisuke Fukunaga exhibition catalogue, Tomio Koyama Gallery, 2008)Also characteristic of his work is that these objects are depicted in a personified manner, as if they have acquired emotions, facial
expressions, and personalities â€“their quiet presence evoking a certain dignity or even a sense of the sublime. The space inside the picture plane appears distorted like it is under the influence of some special magnetic
field or force of gravity, and pale yet richly vivid colors of blue, yellow, green, purple, pink, and orange, which presumably differs significantly from the hues of the actual environment, are applied thr
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